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If you have a wood burning stove or fireplace and worry about how to obtain a cheap supply of
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Article Body:
One of the cheapest forms of fuel is firewood.

To get a winter wood supply of fuel legally yo

When you receive your firewood cutting permit, it has an information sheet explaining what tre

We are assuming here that you have some knowledge of how to use a chainsaw safely, to cut down

To go get your fuel for winter, you take a drive in a rural area, usually on gravel, Forest Se
When you find a dead tree you want, take a good look at it first.
When you have done all the planning, fell the tree carefully.
Load up your vehicle.

Be careful not to overload it.

Check to see if it looks ro

If needed, use a falling wedge

Drive carefully back home, keeping an e

Before piling the wood in a woodshed or wood pile, split each piece in half, so it will dry fa
There is nothing finer than a wood fire, to heat your home.

It gives off a dry, rosy, comfort

Deep Fryer - Pieces of Wisdom

We all know how to deep fry food in a domestic situation but deep frying commercially is a dif

For a time I worked in a convenience store as a clerk and cook and I used a deep fryer quite a
Of course the chicken doesn’t start out battered.

It comes delivered frozen in big cardboard

When needed for cooking the chicken is breaded in a special spicy flour mix, dipped in spice w
The deep fryer also cooks French fried potatoes.

After cutting the potatoes into the elongate

The heat on the oil is turned off, so the oil can cool down enough to work with.

The cooking

Yes the fryer does most of the cooking for you but watch out for the hot oil when loading the
Happy cooking.

Cook, but don’t be cooked.
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